BN 6100 TELELCART MOBILE COIN PHONE

DESIGN HIGHLIGHTS
The Benner-Nawman BN 6100 Telecart is designed to accommodate all U.S. made pay stations including the Western Electric, Automatic Electric, and Centurion models. The heavy duty swivel casters allow the Benner-Nawman Telecart to be easily moved from place to place as needed with the telephone plugging into standard phone jacks. Separate circuit drawings are available to show how to install house phone to pay station instrument. The instrument compartment is separated into three interior partitions. The first houses the pay station instrument. The second equipment compartment is for mounting of anti-fraud devices. And, the third compartment is for storage of telephone line.

White wood grain finish is the standard color format. Other colors available as an optional request. Coin slot is mounted at convenient height for either standing, sitting, or handi-cap patrons’ usage.

The BN 6100 Telecart comes complete with two built-in shelves for telephone directory storage.

ARCHITECTURAL NOTES
Benner-Nawman’s BN 6100 Telecart can become an asset in the following locations: hospitals; convalescent homes; military bases; penal institutions; and court houses. It is a convenient use of public telephone instrument taking advantage of its ability to be wheeled away after use. Where a single instrument is needed on a mobile basis, think of the BN 6100.

DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

CONSTRUCTION FEATURES
The BN 6100 is constructed of anodized aluminum extrusions, durable plastic laminate side panels and top over par-wood base. It also incorporates side molding bumpers and heavy duty swivel casters for long wear and minimum maintenance.

DIMENSIONS
A Height Ground to Top .......... 34”
B Width O.D.: ................. 31”
C Depth O.D.: ................. 22”
Net shipping Weight: .......... 125 lbs.
F.O.B.: ........ Denver, Colorado

CALL TOLL-FREE:
800/528-5502
Western Plant
800/851-4043
Mid-West & Eastern Plant

Benner-Nawman, Inc.
Post Office Box 23378
Pleasant Hill, California 94523
Telephone: 415/798-2500
TWX: 910/385-6313
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